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Niva Africa is a hair and beauty platform that aims to empower
African women by providing a dedicated e-commerce platform
that offers a wide variety of affordable, high-quality, and culturally
relevant skin and hair care products.

Ace Mobility is a Kenyan startup that provides affordable and
accessible transportation solutions for persons with disabilities.
They use customized vehicles and train their drivers to serve
vulnerable populations
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Klinik is a healthcare marketplace platform connecting providers
and clients in Africa, providing resources to improve efficiency and
address the gap in healthcare access.

Bluemify is a virtual consultation service for mothers to cater to
their maternal and mental health needs..
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CassavaKenya  Ltd is an agricultural enterprise specializing in
cultivating high-quality cassava and processing its by-products.
Additionally, the company aims to support networks and groups of
cassava farmers by targeting various value additions throughout
the supply chain.

Fyntrax offers an intuitive solution for financial tracking and
analysis, helping users make informed financial decisions and
understand their net worth. The platform is backed by a strong
team with a blend of customer-focused product development and
technical prowess.
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AliSafeAfrica is an automotive parking assistant that allows users
to select a parking location, choose a greeting for the gatekeeper,
and send a message to help open the gate. It also provides voice
bot options and the ability to play the selected message.

FrontforumFocus is an app that measures and tracks individual
actions towards the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
enabling users to make real impact on climate change and
sustainability
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Saba Kick is a sports facility booking app that streamlines the
booking process for top-tier facilities with intuitive scheduling tools
and secure payment options. Join us to elevate your sports
experience and unlock limitless athletic possibilities.

Ia Hub is a platform that's shaping how businesses and customers
interact
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 Hifadhi Carbon aims to combat climate change, restore degraded
land, and empower smallholder farmers in Tanzania through
sustainable agroforestry practices and integrated land
management techniques.
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ABOUT US

Anza Academy is a pioneering initiative dedicated to guiding and supporting entrepreneurs, empowering them to
transform innovative ideas into flourishing enterprises. At Anza Academy, we believe in fostering the next
generation of visionary leaders and providing them with the necessary tools and networks to thrive in the
competitive business landscape.

Accelerator Programs

We offer a comprehensive suite of programs tailored to the diverse needs of emerging entrepreneurs:

Anza Grow: Our flagship program, meticulously designed to equip startups with the essential skills and resources
for success. Selected participants undergo an intensive curriculum, benefiting from mentorship, coaching, and
access to a wealth of resources culminating in the prestigious Demo Day

Female Founders Accelerator: A transformative initiative dedicated to empowering visionary women, providing
them with invaluable resources, mentorship, and skill development opportunities to catalyze their personal and
professional growth.

Creative Economy Accelerator: Designed to empower and support creatives on their journey to success, this
dynamic accelerator offers tailored resources, mentorship, and skill development opportunities to individuals
passionate about making an impact in the creative industry.

Intellectual Property Accelerator: Our Intellectual Property Accelerator is a cornerstone for entrepreneurs looking
to safeguard and leverage their innovations. Delving into the intricacies of Intellectual Property rights, patenting,
and protection strategies, this program equips participants with the knowledge and tools necessary to navigate
the complex landscape of intellectual property.

Anza Scale: The Anza Scale program is tailored for startups poised for growth. Participants receive targeted
support in operational scalability, market expansion, and sustainable growth strategies. Through personalized
coaching and access to industry experts, startups are equipped to navigate the challenges of scaling with
confidence.

Join Anza Academy and embark on a transformative entrepreneurial journey, backed by expert guidance and
unwavering support. 

@anzagrowacademywww.anzavillage.africa


